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Sky Wang (Ex-CEO of Renesola ) joins Emerging Solar Brand Eversola 

 

Mr. Sky Wang, the Ex- CEO of Renesola (SPV Manufacturing Business) joins the emerging & premium solar 

brand Eversola. 

 

Eversola, which was launched as a joint initiative of ReneSola & The Zhongnan Industries in 2020, is an 

independent group today which operates a latest & state of art manufacturing facility in Henan province of 

China with annual manufacturing capacity of 1GW and have aggressive expansion plan. 

The brand’s holding company Eversola Energy, announced the appointment of Mr. Wang as CEO to the 

company who will be taking the charge effective from 25th Oct, 2021. 

Mr. Jason Peng (The Chairman of Eversola Group who has 20 years of extensive experience of leading the large 

& successful global teams in some of the leading Fortune Global 500 companies), welcomed Mr. Wang to 

Eversola and affirms his believe on the proven leadership of Mr. Wang and his global vision to make the green 

energy more available and affordable to the global communities. 

Mr. Sky Wang mentioned that he is excited to take up role & look forward to lead this energetic venture and 

make to shine and well available globally. He further mentioned that Eversola is ready with the infrastructure 

and eager to serve the global communities with its high efficiency modules based on new and latest 

technologies. 

 

About Eversola 

Eversola, a premium Solar PV brand, launched as an initiative of Zhongnan Industries (A part of Zhongnan 

Group, one of the largest conglomerate in China) in 2020 is an independent group today. The company operates 

a latest & state of art manufacturing facility located in Henan province in China with annual manufacturing 

capacity of 1GW. The company, with its global presence is well positioned to serve the global communities with 

its high efficiency & top quality Solar Photovoltaic modules. The company is also exploring some of the leading 

solar markets for SPV asset development in the near future. 

 

 


